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Introduction 
This talk looked at how Japanese university students were able to use transcripts of 

their own English conversations to better recognise strengths and weaknesses and 

develop effective learning plans. Since learners need to be aware of features of 

language in order to notice them (Schmidt 1990), the study was concerned with 

whether transcribing their own speech helped students to notice more strengths and 

weaknesses and if transcripts helped them to write better plans to improve their 

speaking.  

Context 
The research was conducted in a first year English communication class at a medium-

sized Japanese university. It was a yearlong course consisting of two 15-week 

semesters, and participants were 19 students in a class for English majors.  

Data collection 
This qualitative study is based on a course assignment that was completed three times 

per semester. Students recorded a ten-minute conversation with a proficient English 

speaker, listened to it and wrote a reflection (answered set questions). Two new 

components were added for this study: a transcript of the students’ own speech (once 

per semester), and a reflection question designed to draw students’ attention to their 

strengths and weaknesses while listening to the recording, transcribing their speech 

and reading the finished transcript. Five participants were interviewed at the end of 

the year to learn more about their thought processes. Data comes from student 

recordings, reflections and interviews.  

Usefulness of transcripts 
Reflections and interview transcripts were analysed through TAMS Analyzer, a 

qualitative analysis tool, and emergent themes were coded. Students found transcripts 

to be useful for noticing weaknesses at two different times: during the transcription 

process and after completing it. The usefulness of the process itself was an 

unexpected finding. For example, while listening to the conversation many times to 

make a transcript, one student (Asami) noticed that she overused fillers. She said, “I 

use[d] ‘so’ so many times, but it did not have meaning.” This might have been a 



language transfer issue, as so is a Japanese backchannel that expresses agreement and 

can be repeated for emphasis. In an example of the second instance, another student 

(Yosuke) found that it was useful to read his completed transcript because he could 

clearly see his hesitation in speaking, thereby exposing a weakness in fluency and 

giving him an area to pursue in his learning plans. He noticed that he frequently 

paused, saying, “I…I speak, I…I like.” 

 One way the transcripts were not useful was in recognising new vocabulary. 

Another student (Yumi) identified vocabulary as a weakness, but could not 

understand one of the words her partner said, even though she listened to the 

recording many times. Therefore, she missed an opportunity to learn new words.	  

Learning plans 
The second part of the study examined students’ learning plans (last reflection 

question) and whether the transcript component led to better plans. Learning plans 

consisted of areas students wanted to improve (e.g. grammar, fluency, vocabulary) 

and how they would go about it. In one plan, Yumi wrote, “When I finish talking with 

a native speaker, I ask him/her to write on a piece of paper about my English, because 

if I use wrong grammar but I don't notice [it], I can see this paper whenever I want 

and fix my English.” It was the first time (in four years) a student had written this 

idea, which could help with learning from past mistakes and reviewing grammar. In 

another plan, Asami wrote, “In order to improve [grammar], I can explain to myself 

[what happened] at the end of the day. When I explain about happenings, I have to 

use the past tense. It's practice to use the past tense.” While students have previously 

written about speaking English alone, this is the most detailed because she chose to 

focus on a specific tense.  

 While students’ learning plans improved throughout the year, this could not be 

tied directly to the inclusion of transcripts. Instead, it seemed to be more an indication 

of a particular student’s work ethic. Conscientious students’ plans improved through 

trial, self-reflection and incorporating teacher feedback, while less serious students’ 

plans did not. Still, the transcripts were useful in pinpointing weaknesses. 

Conclusion 
Overall, the transcript component was a valuable learning experience. Even though it 

did not directly help to improve learning plans, the process of making it was more 

important. Coupled with the strengths/weaknesses reflection question, students were 



able to notice more weaknesses both during and after transcribing. This led to a better 

focus on areas to improve, thereby increasing confidence and helping students to 

become better English speakers. 
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